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Editorial 

And 4... 
Dear students, instructors, sponsors, and friends of the WSKF USA® Foundation, 
 
We’ve arrived at our fourth year of operation in the US, and we continue to grow in Florida, especially, 
and in North Carolina, under the  direction of Sensei Alexandra Marquez and under the WSKF USA® 
brand name. 
 
The Foundation on its part has continued to study the dynamics of fundraising, while cultivating VIP 
relationships. After publishing “A Predictive Model for the US Non-Profit Sector” in the Advanced Jour-
nal for Social Science, early in 2019, we also published “Testing Kuschman, Khun & Pfaerrer’s (2012) 
Communicative Framework on a global NGO: the case of the WSKF Sports Foundation” in the In-
ternational Journal of Recent Advanced in Multidisciplinary Research, in July, and contributed 
a chapter on “Strategic Fundraising” for a book being edited at Rutgers University. Now, we are 
seeking funds to do research in fundraising appeals, to determine which of the 4-Ps is most effective 
and when, meaning pity, pride, publicity or personal interest. 
 
This 10th BUDO Tips® International edition, features four sections beyond this editorial, as always: 
 

I. Budo:     “Bushido: The Code or the Warrior “ 
II. Technique:    “WKF 2020 Olympic Rules”  
III. Management: “Stop being so Rational in your Brand Management” 
IV. F.Y.I.:   

☯ WSKF USA® Gasshuku 2020, Miami, Florida  
☯ Team USA, the USA National Karate Federation’s calendar of events 
☯ WKF 2020 Calendar: Premier League, Olympic qualifying events 
☯ WSKF News from around the World 

 

We thank you for your readership and your support. Please send us your news and comments to share 
with our audience. We would be proud also, if you shared our BUDO Tips® with your colleagues, stu-
dents, parents, and with your local sponsors. 

Our best regards. 
  

For the Board of Trustees, 
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WSKF USA®  Foundation  

International Edition 

® 
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Section I - Budo 
What is Bushido? 

Bushido is a code of conduct that emerged in Ja-
pan from the Samurai, Japanese warriors who 
spread their ideals throughout society. They drew 
inspiration from Confucianism, which is a rela-
tively conservative philosophy and system of be-
liefs that places a great deal of importance on 
loyalty and duty. The Bushido Code contains 
eight key principles or virtues that warriors were 
expected to uphold.  

The Eight Principles 

1. Justice: Gi is a core value of the Samurai. 
Incorporating the Bushido principle of justice 
into your life requires reflecting on what is fair 
and upholding the value of upstanding moral 
character.  

2. Courage: Yu, like Gi, entails deciphering 
what is right and wrong. Courage requires the 
strength not only to perceive but also to act.   

3. Compassion: Jin is the ability to manifest 
love and sympathy through patience. It also 
requires attempting to see the world from the 
perspective of another. This is an especially 
important trait for those in a leadership role. 

4. Respect: Rei means that you acknowledge 
your regard for the experiences and feelings 
of others. In order to collaborate with another 
person, politeness must be employed.   

5. Integrity: In order to practice many of the 
other principles listed, one has to maintain 
integrity, Makoto. This mean living honestly 
and sincerely.    

6. Honor: Samurai were warriors who upheld a sense of self worth and lived by the highest code of 
conduct. In order to abide by Meiyo, you must acknowledge your moral responsibilities. 

7. Loyalty: First, stay true to yourself. When fealty is given to another, this must not be abandoned 
even under difficult circumstances. 

8. Self-control: Jisei means adhering to this code under all circumstances, when with others and 
when alone. Not every iteration of the Bushido Code includes self-control, but the book Bushido: 
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Section II: Technique 
“WKF 2020 Olympic Rules”  

Being Tokyo 2020 the Olympic year for Karate-do, we wanted to re-
view some of the rules available on the World Karate Federation’s 
website: 

I. Uniforms may be allowed to exhibit sponsors’ logos 

Competitors must wear a white karate-gi without stripes, piping or 
personal embroidery other than specifically allowed by the WKF Exec-
utive Committee. The national emblem or flag of the country will be 
worn on the left breast of the jacket and may not exceed an overall 
size of 12cm by8cm (see Appendix 7). Only the original manufactur-
er’s labels may be displayed on the gi. In addition, identification is-
sued by the Organizing Committee will be worn on the back. One 
Competitor must wear a red belt and the other a blue belt. The red 
and blue belts must be around five centimeters wide, and of a  length  
sufficient to allow fifteen centimeters free on each side of the knot but 
not longer than three-quarters thigh length. The belts are to be of 
plain red and blue color, without any personal embroideries or adver-
tising or markings other than the customary label from the manufac-
turer.  
 
Notwithstanding paragraph 1 above, the Executive Committee may authorize the display of special 
labels or trademarks of approved sponsors.  

II. The kata elimina-

tion, semi and finals 

will be integrated in-

to one continuous 

process 

There will be only 10 
competitors in Male and 
10 in Female Kata. Elim-
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A pilot study conducted at Pace University in New York demonstrated that non-rational appeals are far bet-

ter determinants of brand preference than rational arguments; furthermore, it found that consumers are lead 

by intuition and emotions, and that in the end intuition has the strongest influence over a brand’s identity and 

resilience. A new scale that combines measurements of rationality, intuition, senses and emotions called “the 

RISE Scale” reflected a Cronbach’s Alpha, an indicator of measuring reliability, of 0.901, which proves its near 

perfect applicability to map brands based on a holistic model of consumer thought processes. Factor Analysis 

separated two latent variables, a rational component which reflects logical arguments like price, for instance, 

and a non-rational column which includes those intuitive, sensory and emotional appeals which in total explain 

almost 71% of brand preferences. KMO and Bartlett’s tests came in at 0.800 and 0.000, again near perfect. 

The pilot managed a sample of 76 subjects and concentrated on automobile brands, tracking their perfor-

mance for 20 years (the final study will reach a national sample close to 400 and include brands from the fast 

food industry to cross-validate the findings). Toyota ranked first in rational appeal, while BMW ranked #1 in 

emotional, intuitive and sensory appeals, and also ranked first in overall brand preference. However, oddly 

enough for many, the German cars rank last (4th) when 

evaluated rationally. Other brands that were neatly 

mapped by the RISE Scale were Fordâ and Hyun-

dai. 

Rankings and brand appeals correlate, being the affec-

tive and the intuitive appeals the highest significant 

correlations with respect to brand preference (–0.449 

and –0.627 respectively), followed by the rational and 

the sensory, which at –0.300 shows a rather weak pre-

dictive ability. The negative correlations imply that the 

higher the appeal the lower the ranking number, being 

the number 1, the lowest, from 4th to 1st. We must in-

vert the traditional interpretation of “highest ranked” as 

being, paradoxically,  that with the lowest numerical 

indicator, the one, that is, the first in the ranking. 

The ranking preference of BMW showed high predicta-

bility (R of 0.647 and an R-square 0.419) when based 

on the four RISE elements of brand identity studied. 

To be sure, one of the assumptions of Regression Anal-

ysis is that the observations are independent. In that 

respect, the Durbin-Watson statistic should be between 

1.5 and 2.5. The pilot came in at precisely 2.038. It 
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Section III: Management 
“Stop Being so Rational in your Brand Management”  
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Section III: Management ctnd.- 

that  while we can safely say that people will not switch preferences for the top-ranked brand based on intui-
tive and emotional criteria, we cannot say the same for the top rational choice when it is confronted with an 
equally rational (cheaper) competitive offer. Emotional and intuitive anchors are thus more resilient. 

What does this all mean, in theory and practice? 

Aaker (1996) defined brand identity as “a set of asso-
ciations that provides a distinct image and the basis 
for a loyal relationship” and spoke of brand resilience 
as the capacity of a product or service to survive even 
misfortune.   

However, brands that anchor their image on rational 
appeals, that is, on being cheaper and/or of better 
quality, will not be as resilient in time and against the 
competition as those which appeal to their target’s 
emotions and intuition. There is no logical bonding, 
apparently, it’s emotional and intuitive. 

Karate dojos have a unique opportunity to bond with 
their students (and their parents, yes, their parents are also your customers since they are the ones who pay), 
since most of the stimuli they exchange are emotional and sensorial in nature. However, have you thought 
about the intuitive? Does your dojo and your brand appeal to your students and parents intuitively? 

Intuition is at the heart of our most primeval thought processes. MacLean (1973) explained this through his 
concept of “the triune brain” that combines the reptilian, our oldest, the limbic that evolved with the mammals, 
and the neo-cortex which came with the primates and allows humans to think in abstract terms. Kahneman 
(2011) stated that most of our decisions and actions in life, even the most important, are largely intuitive and 
emotional in nature. Indeed, Roeser (2010) presented empirical research that supports the idea that people 
follow their initial intuitions and “gut feeling” in decision-making, while Denes-Raj & Epstein (1994) had said 
that they do so “even against their better judgment”. 

Surely, there is a distance between brand preference and purchasing; the consumption scenario will influence 
the decision, sometimes going against the consumer’s preferences; we will –at some point in our lives– buy 
the car we can buy, not the car that we’d really want, but as we grow older and wealthier, non-rational ap-
peals will guide our decisions (Quevedo, 2019). 

The question is “How?!” 

Emotional and sensory appeals may seem evident, but how can a brand appeal to intuition? Well, think how it 
doesn’t! If it anchors its Marketing Communications on price and quality, it may be missing the target. Mind 
you, not that it shouldn’t, but if it is only anchoring its identity on the 20th Century’s logic of consumption, it is 
not leaving its mark. 

The first thing to do is to audit your brand identity and map it against the competition to determine how your 
company is anchored in the consumer’s mind, brain or heart. Only then can you begin to explore and lean to-
ward more intuitive appeals, where your branding, the final delivery of your brand’s promise, will be instru-
mental. You not only have to say you are, you must be, and you must look like you are... 
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Section IV: F.Y.I. 
“News and Upcoming Events”  

☯ WSKF USA Gasshuku 2020 

Sensei Alexandra Marquez hosted WSKF Vice-President and 7th 

Degree Venezuelan Chief Instructor Sensei Fouad Korban in 

Miami for the WSKF USA Gasshuku held in late January 

2020. Participants came from the states of Florida and North Car-

olina. The little ones received separate personalized attention 

from the Sensei and his assistants. 

The organization was impeccable, and parent support, extraordi-

nary. Sensei Korban promoted Estefania Tremul and Andres Fuentes to 3rd Degree Black Belt. It 

was also a time to bring together beloved members of the WSKF Venezuela family now living 

in the US.    

☯ What’s next at the USA National Karate Federation? 

We post only regional and national events of interest to WSKF 

members in the US: 

⇒ National Qualifier: February 22, Kissimmee, FL 

⇒ National Qualifier: March 8, Gainesville, FL 

⇒ National Qualifier: March 8, New York, NY 

⇒ National Qualifier: March 22, Winter Garden, FL  

⇒ US Open and Jr. Cup: April 8—12, Las Vegas, NV 

⇒ Boston Open, May 30, Marlborough, MA 

⇒ National Championship: July 9—12th, Spokane, WA 

☯ WSKF News from around the world:  

⇒ Sensei Fouad Korban is organizing the 5th Open Shotocup 

alongside Senseis Alejandro Castro and Victor Garrido to 

be held at Universidad Simon Bolivar in Caracas—

Venezuela this February 8th.  

⇒ Sensei Francisco Astudillo, 6th Degree (Ireland) conducted 

seminars in England and Spain during the past month. 

⇒ Sensei Juan Osuna, 5th Degree (Canada) organized spe-
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Please send us your news, events, comments and contributions for the next issue of BUDO tips 


